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Protein-Energy Malnutrition/Cancer cachexia :
is a complex syndrome generated by interaction between the host 
and tumour cells with a background of treatment effects and 
toxicity. 

The complexity of the physiological pathways likely involved in 
cancer cachexia necessitates a holistic view of the relevant biology. 
Recognition of the importance of emergent properties in biology 
led to the concept of systems biology wherein a holistic approach is 
taken to the biology at hand. 

Systems biology approaches will therefore play an important role in 
work to uncover key mechanisms with therapeutic potential in 
cancer cachexia. 

DEFINITION
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CACHEXIA: The «OMICS» SYNDROME….

The ‘omics’ technologies provide a global view 
of biological systems. Genomics, 
transcriptomics, proteomics, lipidomics and 
metabolomics approaches all have application 
in the study of cancer cachexia to generate 
systems level models of the behaviour of this 
syndrome. 



BENVENUTI

Disease-related malnutrition 

Pathophysiology



Anorexia

“The reduction or loss of the desire to eat”

(Harrison’s Principles of Internal Medicine, XVII edition)

Persistent satiety



BENVENUTI

Prevalence of secondary anorexia

in chronic diseases

Disease Prevalence

Advanced cancer 66%1

Advanced liver cirrhosis >50%2

Chronic renal failure (HD) 29%3

Cancer upon diagnosis 15-25%4,5

1Support Care Cancer 8:175-179, 2000
2Gastroenterology 124:1792-1801, 2003

3Nephron Clin Pract 2004 
4Hematol Oncol Clin North Am 5:103-23, 1991

5Anticancer Drugs 4:115-25, 1993
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Physiological control of calorie intake



Woods SC. Cell Metab 9:489-98, 2009

Physiological control of calorie intake
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NPY/AgRP Neurons

POMC Neurons



Cancer Anorexia: Pathophysiology

Laviano A et al. Nat Clin Pract Oncol 2:158-165, 2005
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HORMONES AND APPETITE

• Ghrelina

• Leptina

• NPY

• PYY

• ….







Cachexia definition

Fearon K et al. Lancet Oncol 2011; 12:489-495



Molfino A, Muscaritoli M, Rossi Fanelli F.  2015



Muscaritoli M et al Eur J Cancer 2006



Weight loss is a common feature in cancer patients.

Clinical onset:

•Before or upon diagnosis;

•During the course of the disease;

•After medical/surgical treatment

If not adequately prevented and treated, weight loss and 

malnutrition almost invariably evolve into 

cancer cachexia



The most clinically relevant 

phenotypic feature of 

cancer cachexia is muscle loss

• Respiratory failure

• Asthenia, fatigue

• Impaired physical function 

• Reduced tolerance to treatments 

• Impaired QoL

• Reduced survival
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Definition and Classification of Cancer Cachexia 

An International Consensus

Lancet Oncol, 2011

≤ 5%,

Anorexia, Metabolic 

Changes 



The strong impact that cancer cachexia has on 

cancer patients’ outcome and quality of life, 

suggests that nutritional issues should be taken 

into consideration from the beginning of the 

natural history of cancer.

The need for a “parallel pathway”



New strategies to overcome cancer cachexia: 

from molecular mechanisms to the ‘Parallel 

Pathway’
Maurizio Muscaritoli MD, FACN1, Paola Costelli PhD2, Zaira Aversa MD1, Andrea Bonetto, PhD2 , 

Francesco Maria Baccino MD, PhD2 , Filippo Rossi Fanelli MD, FACN1

1 Department of  Clinical Medicine, Sapienza – University of  Rome – Rome, Italy

2 Department of Experimental Medicine and Oncology, University of Turin, Turin, Italy

IEM 2010



Muscaritoli M, Molfino M, et al IEM, 2010



The components of the ‘Parallel Pathway®’

• Medical history

• Nutrition history 

• General examination

• Anthropometric measurements (BW, BMI, %BWL)  

• Screening/assessment of anorexia (VAS, questionnaire)

• QoL

• Hand-grip dynamometry (HGD) 

• Body composition (optional)

• Estimation of nutritional needs

• Elaboration of nutritional plan

• Planning of metabolic-nutritional follow-up

Muscaritoli M et al.; APJCN 2008; IEM, 2010



STRATEGIES

Interventions Focused on Improving 

Prognosis/Survival
weight management and exercise

Interventions Focused on Improving 

Biomarkers of Prognosis or Survival 
including sex hormones, insulin or insulin-like growth

factors or their binding proteins, insulin resistance,

glucose metabolism, leptin and other adipokines,

immunologic or inflammatory factors, oxidative stress

and DNA damage or repair capacity, angiogenesis, or

prostaglandins

Alfano CM et al. Cancer 2013



Guidelines and Care Implications

UNITES STATES OF AMERICA:

are important tools to promote overall health and

quality and quantity of life are

-weight management

-physically active lifestyle

-healthy diet

EUROPE:

key lifestyle general recommendations are provided regarding

- diet (reduce saturated fats, increase fish intake, and consume a

varied diet to ensure adequate intakes of vitamins and essential

minerals; increase consumption of green and cruciferous vegetables)

- physical activity (at least 30 minutes a day of moderate-intensity

physical activity on 5 or more days of the week, although even a

modest amount of exercise is considered beneficial and, thus, is

encouraged) either in patients with loss of lean body mass and of

muscle function either in patients with weight gain

Alfano CM et al. Cancer 2013



CONCLUSIONS

• Currently, no clear evidence exist of safe effective pharmacological

remedies for human cachexia

• Nutritional surveillance and maintenance of optimal nutritional status

appear of crucial importance

• Among nutrients, protein, some amino acids, EPA Vitamin D, deserve

careful attention within the multimodal preventative and therapeutic

approaches to cachexia.

• Physical activity, particularly resistance training, should become an

intergral component of the preventive and therapeutic strategies for

sarcopenia (and, possibly in cachexia)


